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Todd Davis inspects a combine by looking over some belts and chains. Simply keeping a chain at the right tension can dramatically
lengthen its life and reduce the chance of breakdown.
On the cover: Long time Gleaner owner Jesse Doll runs a diverse operation including several Gleaner combines to bring in wheat
and corn in western Kansas. Doll stays ahead of his maintenance and is always in close contact with his dealer for scheduled
inspections, replacement parts and upgrades.
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Dear Great Silver Fleet,
When people talk about combines, they usually
talk about capacity, technology and comfort.
These items are often the reasons farmers buy
combines as well and they have become the
criteria for comparing one combine to another.
But there is an additional element that is often
overlooked and that is the ownership experience.
What does it take to keep a combine running at
peak performance season after season, and how
does this task compare from machine to machine?
Welcome to our first issue of the 2017 Gleaner
newsletter. In this issue, we’re focusing on
maintenance and everything it takes for your
combine to give you everything it’s got.
We have plenty of adventures ahead this year that
you can read about here in the Gleaner newsletter
and watch on our Gleaner Roadshow. Until next
time, make sure you check the oil, grease what
needs greasing and are looking forward to the
next great harvest.
Our very best to you and for your season ahead.
Most sincerely,

Caleb Schleder
Gleaner Combines
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Running strong.
At the beginning or end of each harvest day, there’s a
ritual that is followed by those who expect their combines
to run dependably for a long time— the daily inspection.
It’s the time to add grease where recommended and
check belts for any concerning wear.
"You got to get out and look at them everyday you’re
running. I remember being around another brand of
combine and we kept smelling smoke. It turned out
there was chaff in the lighting housings on the back
and it was smoldering," says Jesse Doll, a farmer in
western Kansas.
At the end of each harvest week is time to check feed
and elevator chains, bearings, fluids and belt tension to
head off any issue that would make you stop in the field.
Once harvest has concluded, it’s a good time to check
belt tensioners and change out fluids and filters.
Todd Davis, Gleaner senior product specialist,
recommends, "The things you want to do every day
during harvest is to walk around and do the seven
daily grease points. While doing that, make sure you’re
looking at bearings and belts for wear. Every week or
so you’ll want to look a little deeper and check feeding
chains and elevator chains to make sure everything is
adjusted correctly. Maintain the proper chain tension
and you’ll be surprised how long they’ll last. Taking
out half links when you need to and maintaining that
proper tension increases the life of sprockets and chain
rollers by a huge margin."
Gleaner has a few unique advantages when it comes
to conducting maintenance during harvest. To start,
the Gleaner’s transverse design puts nearly every
pulley, bearing and belt on the side of the machine.
Even better, nearly all service points are accessible at
ground level. With the exception of the header drive or
clean grain elevator, all other belts can be changed in
20 minutes or less.
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David Casterline and Joey Yeager farm together in western Kansas and have started using Gleaner combines after doing some
research. After having run different brands of combines, they chose Gleaner for its simplicity.
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"The belt tensions are listed in the Gleaner operation manual," continues Davis. "Most spring idlers should
have at least two to three inches. The rear chain idler should have about one inch of thread showing."
The only bearings not accessible from the side are the rear feeder shaft and rear feed drum bearings. A
Gleaner only has seven daily grease zerks. The ease of maintenance in a Gleaner means it will take less
time, energy and money to keep your Gleaner running strong.
"Check belts for cracking, splitting and unusual wear on the edges of the belt. For bearings, you look
back on the shaft where the bearing sits to see if anything looks loose. You can always give a pulley or
an idler a good shake and find out if anything is coming loose."

Above: Marcus Overmiller of Lang Diesel conducts inspection and repair on a customer’s combine that is enrolled in
PM360. PM360 is a preventative maintenance program that proactively services the combine while helping farmers
manage the time and cost associated with repair.
Kevin Lang is former Gleaner engineer and currently work for Lang Diesel. He tells customers that the Gleaner's
welded mainframe reduces flex of the frame and keeps bearings aligned for less wear and longer life.
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Maintenance down the road.
When a combine is two to three years old, you
start to see the first significant amount of wear
and parts that need to be replaced. This is a good
time to inspect, and replace where needed, cylinder
bars, chopper knives, bearings, chains and sprockets.
Depending on the design, this may also be a time to
start looking at and possibly replacing feed beaters,
feed inlet cones and rotor covers.
Gleaner has some advantages in the two to three
year maintenance time period over other combines.
The transverse design allows the rotor to be removed
out the side of the machine. Many farmers use a skid
steer and the whole process takes about an hour. With

the rotor out, you can inspect and replace cylinder
bars, flights, knives and helicals with ease. This is very
different from some designs that require lifting up
the front of the combine, removing the feederhouse
and using a crane to remove the rotor– a process that
usually takes significantly longer to perform.
"The meter quit a while back but we're certain we
have well over 10,000 separator hours,” says Scot
Adison of his Gleaner R72. His father Larry says
the secret is maintaining the machine regularly and
replacing wear items with materials stronger than
the original.

Scot and Larry Adison farm in western Kansas where one of their combines, an R72, has over 10,000 separator hours. Their
secret? Keep up with your maintenance and replace wear parts with materials stronger than the original.
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"I’ve stuck with Gleaner because they’re simple," says
Larry Adison. "I can work on them and that makes a
difference."

designs must weigh the added expense and effort
of gaining access to the rotor to replace wear parts
and maintain the combine's performance.

There is an important consideration when discussing
ease of access to the rotor. Some wear parts in the
combine processor can have wear but still allow the
combine to function. A good example of this is the
helical bars. When helical bars are worn, more burden
is put on the cylinder bars, leading to faster wear.
At the same time, capacity and fuel consumption
suffer as the combine struggles to move material
down the rotor.

"We had a new unloader auger on the combine in
three hours… including travel. I couldn’t believe it.
Our other combine would have required a forklift,"
says David Casterline, who farms with Joey Yeager
in western Kansas. "We like it simple. That’s what
sold us on a Gleaner. And we’ve seen it. If we have
to work on it, we can. You can tell it’s built farmer
friendly."

Farmers using Gleaner combines have a relatively
easier time accessing and maintaining the internal
workings of the processor. Farmers with competitive
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Yeager agrees that the simple design pays off for
their operation. "We run a few different brands of
machine. The Gleaner takes a fraction of the time for
daily maintenance. It’s just such a simple machine."

The transverse design of a Gleaner combine allows for easy removal of the rotor for inspection, modification and repair. Most
people can remove a rotor in an hour, while experienced owners often have it out in less than 30 minutes.
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Because Gleaner combines use straight-through shafts, changing belts and making adjustments to the machine is easier, which
can be done with both feet on the ground, taking less time away from harvest. The Gleaner rotor can be removed in a fraction
of the time it takes to remove a rotor from our competitors’ combines.
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When things go wrong.
Breakdowns are inevitable, regardless of brand or
design. When you consider what combines do and
the volume of material they manage, it’s a wonder
they don’t breakdown more often. Nonetheless,
breakdowns happen and the questions then become
how bad, how long and how much.
Our experience has shown that breakdowns typically
come in one of two varieties. First, there are
breakdowns from something caused by the operator,
then there are breakdowns caused by the failure
of a system on the combine. For the purposes of
illustration and comparison, we picked a common one
of each– ingestion and rotor gearbox failure.
When a combine ingests a foreign object, it is rarely
a pretty sight and an even worse sound. The damage
can be extensive and will vary depending on the
design. Ingested objects typically first cause damage
to the feed chains and feeder house. The damage here
would be mostly uniform across combine designs;
however, once the object approaches the rotor, the
difference between combines begins to show.
The second type of breakdown we considered was
failure of a system on the combine and the example we
used is the rotor gearbox. On some designs, the rotor
gearbox is positioned in such a way that a hoist
must be used to remove 90-degree gearboxes.
In contrast, the Gleaner transverse design
does not use 90-degree gear boxes. The rotor
gear box in a Gleaner is readily accessible
and field replaceable so you’re back up and
running quickly.
Our discussion on maintenance is not merely about
greasing zerks and changing belts– though those are
important. It’s more about getting the combine’s peak
performance at any stage in its life cycle. Whether a
Gleaner has 10,000 separator hours or has just rolled
right out of the factory, it can deliver top results with
relatively less effort and expense.

Above: As Gleaner combines feed directly to the
rotor, the object, if not caught in the rock trap, will
pass into the rotor. Once in the rotor, an object will
likely cause similar damage to the rotor regardless
of design.
Where a difference does exist is the rotor cover on
some designs. Because of the 360-degree design on
a Gleaner, there is no cover on the rotor. If an object
punctures this cover, the combine will leak grain.
Below: On other designs, the object may initially
impact the beater and then move to the rotor inlet
where it can bend the feed augers and damage the
inlet itself.

News from Gleaner
Gleaner VIP Experiences Across The Country
In December 2016, the Gleaner team traveled all over North America to meet with our Gleaner operators
and operators interested in Gleaner combines. We were amazed by the amount of customers that came to
discuss the new Gleaner S9 Series, the 3300 Command Series corn head and the 9255 DynaFlex® draper
head. Our goal with these clinics was to share information about the exciting future ahead of Gleaner and
to show our operators how much we truly appreciate them. Our team understands the challenges that our
operators face when it comes to harvest and we want to ensure that we are there to listen. So we packed
our bags and headed out on the road to Kansas, Ohio, Illinois, Minnesota and Saskatchewan. Each of these
events was full of Gleaner advocates and some new faces as well that were looking at the benefits that
Gleaner could provide to their operation. We discussed the new changes to the 2017 model year Gleaner,
including the thresher-side rotor flights, which facilitate the separation of the crop mat. We also discussed
the new Trimble® auto guidance option which is installed from the factory. These updates are a few of
many we have made as we continue to push Gleaner forward for our operators. We would like to thank
everyone from our dealers to our customers who made these events such a success. We do what we do at
Gleaner because of customers. You are the reason we continually provide product improvements and strive
to produce a better combine to increase your operation's efficiency and profitability.

New Gleaner Website Is Now Live
The Gleaner team has been working hard to ensure that the information you need is readily available online.
We recently launched a complete redesign of gleanercombines.com to make it easier to navigate and more
intuitive to learn more about the Gleaner combine. Several of the most crucial elements of the Gleaner website
were carried over, including the training page. If you have not had the opportunity to dive into the training
page, we highly recommend checking out all the walkthroughs and guides that the Gleaner training team has
put together. It is a great resource before and during harvest. Also, make sure to follow Gleaner on Facebook
and subscribe to our YouTube channel so you can get the most recent updates and news from Gleaner.
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Friends of Gleaner
This year's Farm Progress Show was undoubtedly
different without the well-known presence of our
close friend Kevin Bien. However, many Gleaner
friends stopped by to pay their respects and to
share many stories. One story in particular that
we wanted to feature in this newsletter is that
of our good friend Trygve Lien. We were honored
to meet with Trygve as he presented our team

with a hand drawn portrait commissioned to his
close friend Sabrina Claman of Kevin and Trygve
standing side by side in front of his Gleaner R50,
the same R50 that Kevin worked with Trygve to
obtain. Sabrina did a wonderful job capturing
Kevin’s spirit within the drawing. We are honored
to have an impressive young man who is active
in FFA and is currently enrolled at Iowa State
University to be an advocate for Gleaner. Thank
you very much Trygve for your story, the entire
Gleaner team appreciates you.
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420 W. Lincoln Blvd., PO Box 969
Hesston, KS 67062

You don’t farm just for you.
You work from sunup to sundown not just for today, but for the generations to come. You have plans for your farm’s
future, and we’ve created the combine to help you get there, with performance and conservation.

The next-generation Gleaner features our new Vision™ cab with unparalleled control, comfort and convenience.
With next-generation powertrain, SmartCooling™ and feeding, the Gleaner S9 Series is the perfect combine to
make your farming legacy what you want. You can learn more at gleanercombines.com or from your Gleaner dealer.

©2017 AGCO Corporation. Gleaner and is a brand of AGCO Corporation. DynaFlex is a trademark of AGCO. Auto-Guide is a trademark of Caterpillar,
Inc. and is used under license by AGCO. Trimble is a trademark of Trimble. Navigation Ltd. All rights reserved. GL17P001ST
AGCO may at any time, and from time to time, for technical or other necessary
described herein. Some equipment shown may be optional. Attention: Photographs in this publication may show protective shields and guards open
or removed for the purposes of illustration. Be certain all shields and guards are in place during operation.
AGCO is a premier manufacturer of agricultural equipment, providing high-tech solutions for professional farmers feeding the world. The company is
dedicated to delivering superior customer service, innovation and quality. AGCO products are distributed in more than 140 countries worldwide.

We are happy to send you the Gleaner newsletter, but if you wish not to receive it, call us at

